English

Science

Maths

Non-Fiction :
We will be writing a diary as Tom, the boy in
Winter’s Child.
Fiction
The children will write exciting descriptions of a
setting in the story.

In term 4 we will continue to learn about animals.
This time the focus will be on parts of the body and
comparing different types of animal.
We will also continue to make note of the changes in
the season as we move from winter to spring.

As with all ARK schools, we follow the
Maths Mastery programme.

RWI
The children will continue to learn phonics
through the Read, Write Inc scheme.
Home reading books are changed on a Tuesday
and Friday.

In Maths Meetings we will be focussing
on solving word problems, as well as
calendar work, shapes and time.

Class: Year 1
Term: 4
Enrichment Text

P.E.
P.E this term will be on Wednesday and
Friday.
We will be focusing on partner work and
gymnastic skills. When the weather warms up
we hope to start going outside so appropriate
footwear is essential.
Please ensure kit is in school on these days,
including warm tracksuit bottoms and a sweat
shirt. Please make sure these are named.
Art/DT
We will be using Winter’s Child as inspiration
to create some Spring themed art, including
looking at famous works of art.

We will be covering units that focus on
comparing numbers, addition and
subtraction as well as simple fractions.

We will be looking at the book ‘Winter’s Child’
this term and linking it to our topic work.

Topic
Our topic this term continues to be ‘Ice
Adventure’.
Our work will link to our enrichment text
and we will be looking at the change from
winter to spring.

Homework
Homework will be sent out on a Friday.
Your child will receive a folder with a
home learning book. The task will
already be stuck in the book. This will
usually consist of spellings and one other
curriculum linked activity.
Please can the home learning books be
returned by Wednesday of the following
week. This allows time for your child’s
home learning to be marked and the new
task to be stuck in.

